CALL TO MEMBERSHIP
The Gaming security professionals of Canada (GSPC) wishes to invite you to become a
member of the Association.
The GSPC’s purpose and objectives are:
1. To promote and encourage the exchange of ideas, information, experience, methods,
processes and best practices related to security in the gaming industry;
2. To facilitate the collection and distribution of date, ideas, knowledge, methods and
techniques related to security in the gaming industry;
3. To establish a code of ethics for its members and encourage its observance;
4. To conduct an annual General Meeting for its members;
5. To host educational sessions by providing guest speakers, presentations and lectures in
order to foster, encourage and promote discussion on cross jurisdictional issues and
matters of common interest.

“Gaming industry” means the industry involved in providing “lottery schemes” as defined by
the Criminal Code of Canada and includes games of chance provided under the jurisdiction
of a provincial government in Canada.
In order to become a member of GSPC
In order to become a member of GSPC, a person must be employed in a security-related
function by a provincial governmental gaming organization, or by a commercial gaming
operator under contract to a provincial governmental gaming organization.
A security-related function includes, but is not limited to: Physical; Information security;
Surveillance; Investigations; Compliance; Risk management.
Membership may also be granted to a person who is employed in a security-related
function who works for commercial operators licensed by a provincial gaming regulator
to operate gaming premises and/or deliver gaming products.
Gaming fields are generally recognized as being: Casinos, Lotteries, Video lottery
terminals, Online gaming, Slot operations, or any other activities related to gaming.
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New membership request procedure
New members must be nominated by a current member of the GSPC (i.e.: a sponsor).
Candidates for member status are required to submit a completed registration’s form to Mr.
Brent Severeyns, Regional Surveillance Manager - Casino Nova Scotia, and Chair of the
Membership Committee, at the following email address: bsevereyns@casinonovascotia.com
or bsevereyns@gcgaming.com

Please note that the registration form is available on the website (https://gspc.ca/become-amember/).

ANNUAL membership fees
 Individual rate:

$ 200 / person

 Group rate - unlimited number of members:

$ 2 000 / organization

***Note that the mention ‘unlimited number of members’ still implies that the aspiring
members need to be approved by the Membership Committee. They therefore need to
follow the new membership request procedure.

On behalf of the GSPC, it would be a great pleasure to have you join our association.
I am looking forward to meeting you soon.

Best regards,

Richard Paris, President
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